
Sr. Roger lineman 	 3/5/76 
CBS News -Badie ' 
5241  57 St., ,t 
New York, N.Y00019 

Dear Roger, 

I'll be Joie' York to make a speech an the 17th, at Hunter, in the afternoon, 
cluttered somewhat by Oroden's being on at the same time. It will be good if he 
restrictes himseIfto showing film without interpretations but I don't expect that. 

I have other things to do so I'm thinking of going up on Sunday. 

If I de it will depend on whether I can get someone to drive me to the 
station what(tdme I get there. If I drive to the bus station and leave my oar 
there I'll/ probably be there by lunch time. If I get a student to drive me, which 
would be.better on the return trip, when a student will meet the Metroliner. I may 
not boable to catch as early a train. 

In any event, if you want to get together and if I do go up on Sunday, this 
will be the best time forme and I suspect for you. 

I will be using the contents of Post Mertes at the appearance. It has never 
been aired in Hew York. Or anywhere for that matter. 

and used  heavily. 	 cause 
fever but I think their reporter was Palmer Paine. I do not expect TV interest but 
if WOBS4V has an interest I'll have slides of same of the new documents. If I know 
there were interest I could prepare for it. I could carry pictures, xeroxes, eta., 
which might easier for TV uses. 

HRX es the college arranges a press conferenoe I will not be able to. I'd 
be quite willing to hold one but lack the moans or torte. I'm in the 12th chapter 
of the new book and want to wepte the draft. In fact, I'm more than willing. I'D 
like to have one with this new stuff. I'll have books on sale commercially if 
profitleaaly. I've made these arrangements just to have them on sale. 

Beet, 


